Microsoft Teams & Blackboard Instructions for Spanish 2 Chapter 4 (March 10-April 19)
Every Spanish student needs to access our Spanish TEAMS page from their Microsoft 365 (CLEVER portal)
accounts in order to stay updated on what is going on and when various LIVE opportunities will be taking
place. They also need to access BLACKBOARD and find our Spanish class to complete weekly assignments.
Attached are the detailed BLACKBOARD instructions for students through this week.

To access Blackboard go to the CLEVER portal. If you are using a district computer this will be on your
desktop but if not you will need to go to the SHAW website and click “digital tools” at the bottom and
then find the CLEVER portal. From there click on “blackboard”. Once in find our Spanish class and you
are ready to begin! The two main tabs on the left we will be using are “COURSEWORK” and “SUBMIT
ASSIGNMENTS”. First go to “coursework” and begin working on the following assignments. Try to
complete them before Monday April 20th.
1.

4-1 Pizarra Interactiva (open and practice if possible)
Try to open up the "interactive chalkboard" and practice the unit vocabulary. If it does not open for you don't stress
(there have been many people who are not able to access this for some reason). You also do not need to print out the
vocab list at the bottom if you don't have a printer (It is the same list for chapter 4 in your INB) just open it up and
practice the vocab terms until you have mastered most of them. (This is the same vocab we practiced before our
quarantine time and can also be found on QUIZLET)

4-2 Vocabulario 1 (nothing to submit, just practice)
If you could not open up the "interactive chalkboard" from the previous assignment no worries just listen to the
vocab words here. Click on the play button and listen and repeat the words for practice.

4-3 Vocabulario 1 (complete and submit the following 8 assignments 4.3A-4.3H)
In order to do this, you will move away from "coursework" and click on the "submit assignments" tab on the lefthand side. Once in submit assignments, click on our unit "capítulo 4 assignments" look for the folder "4-3
Vocabulario 1" and open it. Try to do as many of the following assignments as you can. For each one there will be
an intro page, just click “continue” to get to the task. Remember, do your best, I will not be assigning grades for
these, I am just looking at EFFORT.
*4-3A

Directions:

Look at the picture and read the caption below it. Then click on the audio link and

listen to the statements and decide if they are true (represented in the picture) or false. The audio follows
along with the question numbers at the bottom. For example, number one audio says “El mesero trabaja en
el restaurante” (the waiter works in the restaurant). Based on the picture I know this is true so for number
one I would choose “si”. Listen to the audio as many times as you need to!
*4-3B

Directions: Click on the category that the given word pertains to. For example, number one says

"el jamon" (ham) so I would click on the word "carne" (meat) because ham is a meat. I would not click
mariscos (seafood) or condimentos (condiments) because ham is neither of those things.
*4-3 C Directions: Answer the questions with any logical response (if you don't understand the question
do your best/ use the internet to help you!). For example, the first question is “¿Quién sirve la comida en un
restaurante?” (Who serves food in a restaurant). A logical response would be "el mesero" (the waiter) so
that is what you could put in the blank.
*4-3 D Directions: Guess what it is! Use the clues to guess what vocab word is being described. For
example, the first question says “Se usa para cubrir la mesa” (It is used to cover the table). A logical
response would be "el mantel" (tablecloth).

*4-3 E Choose the word from the word bank that would best fill in each blank. For example, the first one
says “Antes de comer Julia pide ______y después de comer pide _____” (Before eating Julia asks for ____

and after eating she asks for ____) Logical responses would be "el menú" (the menu) for before
eating and "la cuenta" (the bill) for after eating.
*4-3 F Look at the given image and write in the Spanish word for that image. Include the articles “el/la”
*4-3 G Fill in the word that best makes sense. For example the first one says “aceite y _____ “(Oil and ____)
A logical response would be "vinagre" (vinegar)
*4-3 H Click on the audio file. If the statement makes sense click "sí" but if it doesn't click "no". For
example, the first audio statement says “El mesero trabaja en un restaurante” (the waiter works in a
restaurant). Since waiters work in restaurants the answer would be "sí" because it makes sense.

4-4 Listen and Repeat (click on the audio to listen and repeat the words out loud then record
yourself if you can submit your own audio 🙂 )
Click on the audio link and listen to the phrases. Repeat and practice your pronunciation out loud. If you have a
program to record your audio on your own computer, you can do the second part and actually record yourself
saying them. Go back to the "submit assignments" tab on the left and click on 4-4 Listen and Repeat, find your file
on your computer and then submit. If you DON'T have a program to record yourself no worries. Just practice and
submit nothing!

4-5 Vocabulario 1 Quiz
Go back to the "submit assignments" tab on the left, click "capítulo 4 assignments" and click 4-5 Vocab Quiz 1.
Before you start go to our quizlet page to practice the vocab. Remember, go to Quizlet.com, search “sra_lawhead”,
find “capítulo 4 en el restaurante” and practice all the terms (you can do ‘learn’ or play a game with them!)
Complete the quiz with no notes and click submit. You can re-take this quiz as many times as you want in order to
get 100%.

4-6 Vocabulario 2 (Complete and submit the following assignments 4.6A to 4.6 C)
Go to "submit assignments" then "capítulo 4" then click on 4-6 Vocab 2 and complete the following assignments:
(If you were able to open the pizarra interactiva at the beginning review #s1-12 again, if not no worries!)
*4-6 A Directions: "Complete the table" List as many food items as you can under the given category.
For example, the first one says "CARNES" so list all of the meat vocab words from our unit ex. jamón, biftec,
etc.) then submit.
*4-6 B

Directions: Listen to the audio file but you do NOT need to record or submit anything for this

section.
*4-6 C

Directions: Listen to the audio file but you do NOT need to record or submit anything for this

section.

4-7 Vocabulario 2 Quiz (Complete and submit the quiz)
Go to "submit assignments" then "capítulo 4" then click on 4-7 Vocab Quiz 2. You only need to do this once.

4-8 Presente de los Verbos de Cambio radical (e--> i)
Read through the explanation to refresh your memory on stem-changing “boot” verbs in the present
tense that stem change from e→ i. You do not need to submit anything for this part. For extra help on
this topic you can search “present tense stem-changing verbs” on youtube.

